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Each day is a new challenge for the fire fighters. It is never an easy job as each day offers them a
new challenge. There is no fixed time-bound working hours for the fire fighters who are virtually
working round the clock year round.

The firefighters risk their lives and go inside the spot of mishap, where only they can go, as only
they have the courage to do so. When there is a fire breaking out anywhere, you can see the fire
fighting unit blazing past ringing the emergency siren. On reaching the spot, they have to quickly
gauge the gravity of the situation and take a call as to what the rescue action plan should be.

A fire fighter climbs high rise buildings, risks his life to save the lives of others, whom they do not
even know, seen or heard before.  Once engaged in the rescue act, they work as a team and each
team is assigned a set of job. It is the coordination of all the units working together that helps in
succeeding the fire fight. .

Apart from that there  are a lot of separate teams working for the fire fighting department that take
care of various types of fire fighting cases. twin agent fire fighting unit is one such team that
engages in fire at airport or aircraft rescue.

The specialty of the twin agent fire extinguishing system is that it uses both dry chemical and foam
to fight the fire break out. Such a process is needed to get control of a fire immediately that can go
out of control and in which damage could be very high. It is used mainly in aircraft rescue operations
and industrial sector, where a fire can cause damaging effect.
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James Blee - About Author:
For more information on a twin agent, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a twin agent!
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